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This unique manual shows you how to survive a nuclear nightmare by giving an exhaustive investigation of survival
strategies and of the problems that will face those that survive. With its a large number of useful charts, lists, drawings
and photos, this book also serves as a fantastic reference on surviving any major disaster. The writer outlines step-by-
step procedures for planning and defending shelters, storing meals, treating illnesses and injuries and understanding the
psychology of survival.
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Pioneering Work! Bruce Clayton did his fellow man a great provider when he wrote this book. I purchased my original
copy in my own college bookstore almost a year after it was first released. I regret this buy and I'm sure better
information is free online. Dr. Clayton took the best advice, best practices of the era and arraigned them into a general
preparedness bible. Clayton touched upon. Not ideal, but very good. Our Motto here at Alpha Group can be(you may
already know) "It doesn't matter what causes the scenario, you should be prepared to survive it". Usage of information
was done the old fashioned method and his format represents that.For a reader thinking about preparedness, my
suggestion is to get the book, grasp it's contents, then take time to look for the "modern" regular for every of the
topical areas that Dr. That was no little effort, but I really believe that he accomplished what he attempt to do. Even the
US government utilized Dr. Clayton walks you through everything nuclear, from ramifications of air bursts, ground
bursts, EMP, to almost every other nuclear subject imaginable.. This book is important on a whole lot of levels and still
remains a valuable work for the preparedness community. Five Stars A mature book has the right information.Chapters
covered include:It's a disasterEverything you ever wanted to find out about nuclear warTo flee or not to fleeHome lovely
holeNobody makes housecalls anymoreand MANY others that will hold you reading, and more importantly, could keep
you alive no real matter what the disaster. Takes the guesswork out of nuclear annihilation! Dated Information I actually
was disappointed to come across this book copywrited 1980 making the info at least 32 years old. THE Bible of
Survivalism This book was published during the nuclear arms race of the Carter and Reagan years, when the prospect of
nuclear war looked much worse than it does now. It had been, and continues to be, a gem. I gave it one celebrity only to
show I didn't overlook that area. Excellent resource.. Clayton did a pretty good job to begin with. The fact is, that lots of
experts believe that surviving can be done. But on the shiny side, since so many Numb-nuts will not even try, there will
not be a lot of people driving sluggish in the left lane later on.. Besides within the possible ramifications of nuclear war,
it also covers a large selection of natural and man-made disasters, from floods to hurricanes to a economic crash to
nuclear power plant accidents.. This is THE best book about Nuclear war and other major disasters I have ever read.
Dr.Dr. Not only does this reserve contain fantastic and interesting reading, but using its dozens of charts, lists, drawings
and photos, this book acts as a fantastic reference on surviving ANY main disaster. Remember this work predated the
internet, Amazon, Google and Ebay. This book fits perfectly with that philosophy. When I read this book for the first time
I was amazed with what I THOUGHT I knew. While well-known for its nuclear details, this book is definitely writen as a
primer to surviving ANY disaster. Clayton's study to revise their guidelines in a few areas.I think about this book one of
the "WILL NEED TO HAVE" books in virtually any survival library. I was VERY wrong in lots of of my beliefs. A person who
does this, will see themselves far prior to the pack if, and when, trouble comes. It is mostly of the reference books I keep
in my personal bookshelf beside the computer. a must for any preppers library the classic survivalist manifesto ,still
many valid points Interesting Plenty of good info here but a tiny dry, boring browse. The hints and diagrams for digging
holes probably can't be improved upon but technology problems and shielding for EMP etc might use a whole lot of
updating. Still.. Great book for getting ready for the worst senario.with the Y2K bug looming and countries like India and
Pakistan right now possessing the Bomb, you owe it to yourself to have a copy of this, "in the event".. Includes
information on do-it-yourself emergency medicine, gardening and food storage, and shelter, that may be applicable to
any number of potential disasters, not just nuclear war. What I love best concerning this book is it provides all of this
information without even a hint of the right-wing extremist politics that often infests other survivalist literature (the
political slant here if anything seems to be nearer to that of _The NATURE Information_). As companion books to this I
would recommend the _Foxfire_ books on traditional southern Appalachian skills, Cresson Kearny's _Nuclear War
Survival Abilities_, and David Werner's _Where There Is No Doctor_.
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